Fifty years ago, Darjeeling was the 'champagne of teas'. Then came pesticides and mass
'reduction, the tea gardens withered, families starved. But now, there is hope of a revival, as
tea workers are returning to the terraces to restore their age-old farming methods
By Joanna Blythman
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A worker on the
predominantly female
Seeyok plantation, near
the border with Nepal.
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t's 6.30am in my room at
the old tea-planters' club
in Darjeeling. The embers
in the fireplace still retain a
haunting warmth from the
night before. My hot-water
bottle has cooled to blood temperature. There is no other heating, so
keeping warm at night in wintry
West Bengal has become something
of a preoccupation. There's a knock
at the door. It's my 'bed tea', brought
to me by the tiny, elderly man who
introduced himself last night as my
'room boy': '72 years old, madam,
working 40 years in club'.
I take the tray outside and, on the
veranda, look up above the puffy
white clouds to the jaggy Himalayas,
where the majestic peak of Kanchenjunga sparkles white and hard. I steal
back to bed to enjoy my steaming pot
of tea, a proper ceramic one encased
in a well-used cosy, complete with
a strainer, a receptacle to catch the
drips, a jug of milk and a bowl of
sugar cubes. I know, because I have
picked up a wrinkle or two from old
Darjeeling hands, that the milk is a
polite concession to those unfamiliar with the etiquette of Darjeeling
tea. It should remain untouched
because it would interfere with my
appreciation of the bright amber
liquor that splashes into my snowy
white cup.
After just a few days in Darjeeling, I have become addicted to tea.
Now everywhere I go, and at every
possible opportunity, I'm looking
for my next cup and wondering how
it will compare to the one before.
Golden-green perhaps, a fresh tea
from the Himalayan spring's first ditional way, without chemicals.
flush of sappy growth; a more fra- After India became independent
grant, yellow-amber summer tea; in 1947, they sold up to wealthy
or the deep orange, near garnet-col- Indians, imbued with Prime Minoured brew produced by the richer, ister Jawaharlal Nehru's policy of
deeper autumnal crop.
rapid industrialisation. The push
Darjeeling is, of course, a dis- was on to make the tea gardens as
tinguished name that has always 'productive' as possible. The new
stood for quality. Tea buffs call it owners dismantled the carefully
the 'champagne of teas' but, like the constructed terraces that had stabifaded 1868 grandeur of the historic lised the soil, cut down trees to pack
planters' club, it has become some- in more tea bushes, and turned with
what frayed around the edges.
great enthusiasm to the miraculous
Tea was originally introduced to new generation of chemical fertilisthis region in 1841 by a Scottish sur- ers and pesticides that were being
geon, Dr Campbell. He had a hunch hawked by foreign corporations.
that Darjeeling, with its green, ver- This break from natural tea productiginous slopes, high elevations tion proved disastrous.
(4,500-7,000ft) and abundant rainfaD
'Most of the hills were denuded of
might make a. good place for grow- vegetation, much of the topsoil was
ing tea. He was right, and a century washed off and the soil was hard and
of production followed that estab- dead because the weedicides killed
lished it as a region unparalleled for off the useful micro-organisms,'
the world's finest black teas.
explains Binod Mohan, director of
The British grew tea more as a Tea Promoters India, and son of one
supply for the army than as a com- of the original Indian owners. The
mercial crop, producing it in a tra- problems didn't stop there. Darjeel64 OFM April 2007

ing had become dependent on selling most of its output as a bulk commodity to the Soviet Union through
the traditional auction system. With
the break-up of the Soviet Union,
Darjeeling lost its biggest customer
and its tea was not fetching the
price needed to sustain production.
Owners stopped reinvesting in the
business, many gardens became
hopelessly run down and were
subsequently abandoned, causing
extreme hardship for the majority
of families in the area for whom tea
was the only source of income. At
its peak, Darjeeling had 120 tea gardens; now only 86 remain. A further
issue of lax labelling emerged in the
early Nineties: four times more tea
than was actually being grown in the
region was being sold as 'Darjeeling'
in blends bulked out with inferior
tea from other regions. Consumer
confidence plummeted.
But these days, there is a wind of
optimism blowing through the area,
and a growing sense that it is on its

way to reclaiming its legendary status. The first obvious step was to
protect the Darjeeling name. The
Darjeeling Planters' Association
and the Indian government have
negotiated a geographical-origin
trademark, approved by the World
Trade Organisation. Now any tea
that calls itself'Darjeeling' must be
100 per cent from the region.
But in an even more radical initiative, several of the top-rated tea
gardens - Selimbong, Seeyok,
Samabeong, Singell, Makaibari
and Ambootia - have converted to
organic production. 'Fifteen years
ago my father stood up at a tea conference in Calcutta and argued that
the Darjeeling tea industry must go
100 per cent organic. People listened
politely, but did not take it seriously,'
says Mr Mohan. 'But now we have
more converts every year and some
of the biggest tea groups are moving
into organics.'
Self-interest may be influencing
the newer organic recruits. A surge
in consumer concern about chemicals in food and drink has caused
Darjeeling's best customers (Japan,
Germany, the UK and, increasingly, France and the US) to impose
stricter pesticide-residue limits. In
Germany, where there is a profusion of specialist teashops, certain
chains now have in-house laboratories to test for residues. Some packers of conventionally grown Darjeeling have had to blend it with organic
tea to bring down the residues to an
acceptable level. Whatever the motivation, organic tea is really taking
off. 'There's a growing realisation
that at the end of the day, it's the best
way,' says Mr Mohan.
That's a sentiment with which the

predominantly female workforce at
Seeyok, near the border with Nepal,
would heartily agree. 'Converting
to organic has made a vast difference to our lives,' says one of the
gardens' progressive new breed of
female managers, Juran Bhandari.
'Before, chemicals were hampering our health. It was like poison.
We used to fall sick quite often with
coughs, headaches and chest pains.
The chemicals were so strong and
we didn't have masks. Now we can
breathe fresh air again.'
Now Seeyok, in common with
other organic-tea estates, has made
the obvious move and also become
Fairtrade. Being Fairtrade does not
affect what workers earn because
in India, all tea gardens are part of
the plantation system. Workers are
entitled to a certain wage which is
negotiated by trade unions. Tea- »

A farm worker at Mineral
Springs, a co-operative
comprising 150 farmers
who have revived a longabandoned tea garden.
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garden owners are obliged by law to
provide a basic level of accommodation, healthcare and education for
workers. Once you have a job in a
tea garden you have the job for life
and can pass it down on retirement
to another family member. What
Fairtrade does bring, however, is
a premium, a communal pot of
additional money that the workers'
welfare committee decides how to
spend. Anju Rai, who works in the
garden's tea factory, grading the tea
for size, can reel off a long list of all
the things that the Fairtrade money
has made possible: An ambulance,
loans at low rates of interest for buying a cow, school books for children,
scholarships, cooking gas [so that
trees are not cut down for fuel], mosquito nets and sewing machines.'
On the day of my visit to Seeyok,
everyone is excited. A large insect
that looks curiously like a tea leaf
has been found in the garden.
Fifty years ago. before Darjeeling's
chemical era. these beneficial
insects were commonplace. Its reappearance underlines that organic
methods are bringing big environmental benefits.
Like many other farmers and
producers throughout the sub-continent and Sri Lanka. Seeyok follows
the biodynamic farming method
advocated by the Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner, not because it is
fashionable , but because it works.
'When I first came to Seeyok from
a conventional tea estate in Assam,'
says manager Parveez Hussain, 'I
saw the results for myself and realised that by doing the right work, the
soil will start regaining its old vigour
and give us back more.'
In all the organic gardens like
Seeyok, that are owned by Tea Promoters India, the once-serried tea
bushes have now been interplanted
with trees like wild cherry and
plants such as lemongrass and sunflower that feed the soil with nitrogen and also stabilise it so it cannot
be washed away during monsoons.
Chemical fertilisers have been
replaced by natural worm composts,
manures and biodynamic preparations made from plants such as
yarrow and nettle, with impressive
results. When there is any sign of
the dreaded tea mosquito, the patch
affected is sprayed with a natural
insecticide, which is derived from
the neem tree.
These biodynamic gardens are
making teas that are the antithesis
of everything that is mass-produced
and standardised; quite the opposite, in fact, from the teas we drink in
Britain. The British have a acquired

Starving villagers uprooted
the tea bushes to make way for
subsistence farms of maize,
but poverty only worsened
a puzzling historic reputation as world comes from bushes that have
a nation of tea drinkers, but these been harvested by suction machines,
days, we mainly consume the tea which cut out costly human labour
equivalent of Piat d'Or wine. Ninety- but suck in bits of undesirable stem
six per cent of all the cups of tea we that reduce quality.
drink are made from tea bags, which
Darjeeling is one of the few
is like drinking bag-in-the-box wine. remaining tea-growing regions in
Because of our lazy tea-bag habit, we the world that still remains faithful
get through gallons of what is known to the higher-cost 'orthodox' tea proas CTC (cut, torn and curled) tea. duction method which begins with
This undistinguished commodity the labour-intensive, hand-plucked
tea is made by an automated manu- 'two leaves and a bud' of new growth.
facturing process geared to large-vol- It takes a painstaking 20,000 individume production. It breaks down the ually plucked shoots to produce just
structure of the tea so that it yields a one kilo of tea.
more or less instant dark brew, but
It's mind-boggling how, when
most of the essential oils that give gently withered, rolled, oxidised
tea its character evaporate in the and dried under the vigilant eye of
process. Much of the CTC tea in the an experienced tea maker, the same

bushes can produce such a diverse
sequence of teas. It starts with the
fresh, slightly astringent first flushes
from the most succulent new spring
leaves with their floral scents that
tickle the German palate. Then
come the second flushes, munched
by summer greenfly, which gives
them the characteristic 'muscatel'
scent unique to Darjeeling, which so
excites Japanese buyers. Quality dips
with monsoon teas, which are too
damp to produce great results, but
returns in the form of the stronger,
smokier autumnal teas.
Within these seasonal categories
there are further variations; pure,
refined 'China' teas made from the
original bushes imported from
China 150 years ago, more vigorous
'donal' teas bred for specific growing
situations from the best-performing bushes, and semi-fermented
Oolongs, still made in the time-honoured way where the leaves are sundried and turned every 45 minutes.
It would take a book to do justice to
the spinach and seaweed-like green
teas, the velvety Silver Tips and the
'special' hand-rolled teas like Silver
Pearls and Twister, currently in »
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vogue in France, which unfurl into
elegant, whole leaves in the pot.
These teas from top Darjeeling
estates have always found a market
among connoisseurs. But now the
organic Fairtrade tea revolution is
spreading like wildfire among independent farmers, previously marginalised by the traditional plantation system. 'The only small farmers
really doing well at the moment are
those who have moved into organic
and Fairtrade tea,' says Andy Good,
director of Equal Exchange, which
has pioneered this type of tea in the
UK. Although there are other Fairtrade companies selling organic
Darjeeling, Equal Exchange is the
only one that insists on having its
teas packed at source so that the economic benefits of this Value-added'
activity stay in the country and
region of origin.
Equal Exchange imports its
Darjeeling from Mineral Springs,
where 150 farmers have formed the
Sanjukta Vikas Co-operative and
reclaimed and revived an old tea garden that had lain abandoned for 25
years. When this once-healthy tea
plantation closed its gates in 1981,
starving villagers uprooted most of
the tea bushes to make way for subsistence farms of millet and maize,
cutting down trees for firewood as
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The only small farmers really
doing well now are those who
have moved into organic and
Fairtrade tea production
they went, but poverty only worsened. Nowadays the highest parts of
Mineral Springs are a nature reserve
where bears and leopards roam. Just
below, the co-op has transformed
the run-down garden, little by little,
into a patchwork of astonishingly
productive small plots perched on
terraces where vigorous tea bushes
grow between crops of cassava, ginger, fig and squash, sharing space
with cows, goats and chickens. The
co-op cannot yet afford to rebuild its
own factory, so sends its teas to be
processed at the nearby Selimbong
tea factory, a mutually satisfactory
arrangement that makes Selimbong more viable. Morale is high all
round, not least because the co-op,
although it lacks the starry pedigree
of the elite Darjeeling gardens, is
producing remarkably good tea.
'We now have a winning product

on our hands that champions the
cause of small-scale tea farmers, is
produced to the highest environmental standards, and which is of
extremely high quality,' says Good.
It's the same encouraging story
over at Teesta Valley. Here, in 1998,
10 individual farmers started growing organic, Fairtrade tea at a time
when the outlook looked pretty desperate. A virus had wiped out their
one profitable crop, black cardamom, and wild boar were munching their way through the vegetables
that they were growing. 'Many of our
young men and women dropped out
of school to earn money as security
guards or housemaids in Delhi or
Mumbai,' says Teesta Co-op chairman, Ram Singh Gurung. 'Singell
[another organic Fairtrade garden
owned by Tea Importers India] gave
us free saplings to plant and we use

their factory to make our tea. Now
there are 51 of us in the co-op and a
queue of other farmers, even whole
villages, who want to join.'
Whether it's the family farmer
or a big tea estate, the new wave of
organic and Fairtrade tea production sweeping through the region
is breathing a new dynamism into
Darjeeling. But as one of the few
regions in the world still producing
labour-intensive, classic tea, Darjeeling will always be vulnerable
to cheaper, commercial teas from
countries where production costs
are lower. Unless, that is, consumers are able to appreciate the difference in quality. And that's the crux
of the matter. If you have only ever
known the dull brown, tannic swill
that passes for tea in Britain, then
it can take a little time to acquire a
taste for fine Darjeeling. But take it
from me, when you do, there is no
going back. OFM
WHERE TO FIND GOOD ORGANIC
DARJEELING TEA
Equal Exchange (0131554 5912
www.equalexchange.co.uk)
Imperial Teas of Lincoln (01522
560008; www.imperialteas.co.uk)
Postcard Teas (020 7629 3654;
www.postcardteas.com)
Hampstead Teas (020 74319393)

